Functional magnetic resonance imaging "fMRI" and magnetic resonance spectroscopy "MRS" are two crucial milestones that were introduced apart from one another into brain imaging and their implementation in major local cities is eventual step. Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare those techniques in terms of their clinical utilization in patient care delivery among the major governmental and private hospitals within Jeddah city. The study initially included eighteen hospitals to identify whether they were utilizing fMRI and MRS in their clinical practice. Out of the 18 hospitals under study only one hospital (5.6%) had both fMRI and MRS software; 7 (38.9%) had MRS but not fMRI; 4 (22.2%) did not have fMRI or MRS; and 6 (33.3%) hospitals had no MRI machine at all. Out of the eight hospitals applying MRS with one being excluded, the starting date of application was 2002 in 4 (57.1%) hospitals, 2004 in 1 (14.3%) hospital, and 2006 in 2 (28.6%) hospitals. The frequency of doing MRS was once a week in 2 (28.6%) hospitals, 2 -3 cases/week in 3 (42.9%) hospitals, 5 -10 cases/week in 1 (14.3%) hospital, and once every 6 months in 1 (14.3%) hospital. On the other hand, fMRI was applied only by one hospital starting in 2000 and was soon dismissed due to its time consumption and the inability of patients to accurately follow given instructions. It was concluded that MRS was more widely utilized compared to fMRI. Later on, a follow-up survey in the year of 2014 demonstrated that MRS has started to become a standard service in most hospitals whereas fMRI was still being unrecognized.
Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging "fMRI" is an advanced application of MRI that is capable of providing spatially precise mapping of neural activity [1] . One crucial use of functional MRI is in planning brain surgeries in order to determine the different cerebral regions responsible for sensitive motor and sensory functions that should be avoided while cutting out around, which would otherwise be accomplished invasively either during the surgery itself through direct cortical stimulation or in a prior exploratory surgical procedure through the placement of stimulating electrodes on the brain surface [2] . To promote surgical planning and guidance, researchers have gone one step further with a real-time fMRI "rt-fMRI". Although some imperfections were contained and it was arduous to implement both from machinery [data acquisition, processing, and storage units] and human [patient accustomization] perspectives, rt-fMRI was believed to be possible for allowing noninvasive direct feedback for patient-specific interactive task paradigms and intraoperative direction [3] [4] . Another usage of fMRI, correlated with genetic and memory-assessment tests was proposed by Bookheimer et al. [5] , demonstrating its potential in characterizing early functional alterations that can forecast Alzheimer's disease (as cited in Wagner [6] ). Other neuropsychiatric disorders that were investigated by fMRI researchers included schizophrenia [7] , major depression [8] , obsessive-compulsive disorder "OCD" [9] [10] and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder "ADHD" [11] .
In addition to the functional neuroimaging aspect of MRI, its capabilities allow it to offer metabolic analysis via spectra generated by a technique called magnetic resonance spectroscopy "MRS". The produced spectral peaks relatively denote concentrations of brain metabolites, which when incorporated into the anatomical MR images can be used for studying altered brain chemistry associated with different neurological pathologies [12] . To attain a confined homogenous volume of interest, several localization mechanisms such as stimulated echo acquisition method "STEAM" and point-resolved spectroscopy "PRESS" were presented [13] .
MRS has been under a wide range of clinical investigations to establish its feasibility in different areas of neurology. Such areas include Perinatal hypoxia and ischemia [14] [15], inborn metabolic errors [16] , degenerative and white matter diseases [17] - [20] , epileptic seizures [21] [22] , and intracranial infections and neoplastic processes [23] [24] .
A further endeavor of MRS was functional MRS "fMRS" or what is also called dynamic MRS and timeresolved in-vivo MRS. This approach acquires the same metabolic data as with conventional MRS but dynamically while an individual is performing a cognitive task that activates an intended brain region. The technique is similar to that of fMRI and may also show the same region of brain stimulation; yet, the aspects of brain physiology they manifest could be dissimilar with fMRS providing more selective direct measurements [25] [26] . To maximize profit, some research studies have involved combining both fMRI and fMRS in an attempt to permit more informed planning of tumor radiotherapy [27] .
With all these advances and worldwide trails whether to improve upon each technique by itself or to devise methods to combine them together, the purpose of this research was to explore MRS and fMRI utility across local hospitals.
Materials and Methods
The research work was divided into four phases: 1) Collecting data in the year of 2008 to identify the hospitals that are utilizing fMRI and MRS in their clinical practice from those hospitals that are not practicing them.
2) Designing different forms of interviews for three categories (has fMRI and MRS, has MRS but not fMRI, and has neither of them) of all major hospitals in Jeddah city that have MRI machines in order to collect data (hospitals without MRI units were excluded from the study).
3) Analyzing all data collected and representing them tabularly and graphically. 4) Performing a follow-up survey six years from the date of the original work to document any changes to MRS and fMRI usage and adding it to the discussion.
Results
Out of the 18 hospitals under study only 1 (5.6%) hospital had both fMRI and MRS software, 7 (38.9%) had MRS but not fMRI, 4 (22.2%) had neither, and 6 (33.3%) hospitals had no MRI machine at all (Figure 1) . Regarding fMRI in the one hospital that had it, although its application started in 2000 A.G, the practicing physicians were not convinced completely by its importance, which resulted in its early dismissal where they only conducted it twice then they stopped. This termination came as a result of two main factors: the procedural time consumption that affected the hospital's workload and the difficulty of precisely following given instructions by patients.
In With regards to MRS software, the packages available in the hospitals were single-voxel "SVS" in all seven encompassing hospitals, 2D multi-voxel "2D MVS" in six, and 3D multi-voxel "3D MVS" package in three hospitals (Figure 3) .
The cases that MRS was applied for were intracranial masses in all seven hospitals, differentiation between post-radiotherapy tumor recurrence and necrosis in three, metabolic brain disorders (including developmental delay) in three, trauma (for infarction) in two, congenital brain lesions in one, dementia in one, atrophy in one, demyelinating diseases (e.g. multiple sclerosis "MS") in one, epilepsy in one, grey and white matter diseases in one, tumor pre-and post-operative analysis in one, and grading of tumors in one hospital (Figure 4) .
The frequency of running MRS was once a week in two hospitals, 2 -3 cases/week in three hospitals, 5 -10 cases/week in one hospital, and once every 6 months in one hospital ( Figure 5) .
The average time to acquire MRS images varied across hospitals irrespective of the type of software package used. For SVS software, the time was 10 -15 min/sequence in one hospital (14%), 6 min/seq in one (14%), 4 -5 min/seq in three (43%) and 2 -3 min/seq in two hospitals (29%). For 2D-MVS package, time was 10 -15 min/seq in one hospital (17%), 7 -8 min/seq in one (17%), 4 min/seq in two (33%), and 5 -6 min/seq in two hospitals (33%). For 3D-MVS, time was 4 -5 min/seq in one hospital (33%) and 7 -8 min/seq in two hospitals (67%).
Some limitations of MRS as encountered by hospitals included motion artifacts in five hospitals, contamination artifacts (region of interest "ROI" location near bone or blood or air) in five, inconclusive curve readings in three, small lesions in two, heterogeneous field in two, sampling (choice of the region to be analyzed) in one, inapplicability of a range of metabolites, for different diseases, to the Saudi patients in one, the angulations of slices "cuts" in one, coil SNR in one, and metallic and skin artifacts in one hospital.
Concerning the cost of MRS, the answers were costly only in purchase in two hospitals (29%), not very costly in four hospitals (57%) and depend on the hospital in one (14%). Hence, when asked about the importance of applying them, the answers came out as follows: three hospitals claimed that both were not important, four hospitals acknowledged that both were important, and three hospitals believed that fMRI was not important whereas MRS was helpful to certain limits (Figure 6) .
From the eleven hospitals that either did not have fMRI or that had neither fMRI nor MRS, two hospitals did not provide any data about the matter in hand. In the other nine hospitals, multiple issues were presented by the different hospitals as reasons for the absence of utilization. Those issues were time consumption in one hospital, lack of indications in five, lack of capabilities (hardware, software or magnetic field strength limitations) in seven, financial obligations in two, lack of physicians, neurologists and neuroradiologists knowledge or interest in four, work load prevention in one, and lack of technologists training in one hospital (Figure 7) . To overcome these obstacles limiting the utilization of both fMRI and MRS; the suggested solutions by involved hospitals included obtaining a new machine in four hospitals, purchasing the software and installing it on existing machines in two hospitals, initiating training courses for radiologists and technologists in one, establishing a neuroimaging center in one, and doing nothing about it in three hospitals (Figure 8) .
The substitutes for fMRI or both (fMRI and MRS) were conventional MRI with contrast in five hospitals, other MR sequences in three, special MR sequences (diffusion weighted imaging "DWI" and perfusion) in two, another advanced MR technique (diffusion tensor imaging with white matter fiber tracking "DTI-based tractography") in two, stereotaxic biopsy in two, computed tomography "CT" in one, positron emission tomography "PET" in one, selective Wada test in one, electroencephalography "EEG" in one, and the out sourcing strategy (sending patients to hospitals that provide it) in one hospital. Nonetheless, there was a clear consensus that those substitutes with the exception of selective Wada test would not give the same image details that fMRI or MRS would give (Figure 9) .
For the intent of the investigated hospitals that had neither of the techniques to adopt them in the future, the answer was yes in two hospitals and no in one. For the six hospitals that already had MRS but not fMRI, the answer to the intent question was yes in three hospitals, no in two, and maybe in one.
Discussion
Brain imaging has progressively evolved since its early stages with conventional X-ray in the 1890s into an array of advanced technologies that developed over time and allowed molecular and functional imaging. MRS and fMRI were amongst those advances with the advent of in-vivo MRS coming around 1980 A.G. and largely preceding fMRI that was introduced during the 1990s [28] , which might explain the wider spread of MRS compared to fMRI. Additionally, the longer period of MRS existence facilitated improvements while benefiting from past experiences [29] .
That is, after contacting eighteen of the governmental and private hospitals within Jeddah city, it was found that just one hospital, representing 6% of total surveyed hospitals, had both fMRI and MRS whereas four hospitals representing 22% of total hospitals had neither of them and six hospitals representing 33% of total hospitals did not have the MRI machine itself. However, MRS alone was found in seven hospitals representing 39% of total hospitals. In the hospitals that apply MRS, the starting date of application was during early years of first decade of the 21 st century in most hospitals (57%) where as some other hospitals (43%) started applying it few years later. Main MRS software that all hospitals were equipped with was single-voxel spectroscopy "SVS". Additional packages were available in some hospitals; those were 2D multi-voxel spectroscopy "2D-MVS" in sex hospitals and 3D multi-voxel spectroscopy "3D-MVS" in three hospitals.
The most common uses of MRS were intracranial masses (100%), post radiotherapy differentiation between residual tumor, recurrence tumor or necrosis (43%), and metabolic brain disorders (43%). Such results could be also noticed in the bulk of literature experimented with MRS in oncology [30] - [32] and in other indications though may not be in the same ratios or order of occurrence [33] .
The reported frequency of performing those exams was mostly between once a week (29%) and two to three times per week (43%). The average time to acquire the MRS graphs varied with the most observed being 4 -5 min/seq for SVS, 5 -6 min/seq for 2D MVS and 7 -8 min/seq for 3D MVS. Regardless of the software in use, some factors that influenced procedural time were the number of sequences, number and thickness of assigned voxels [boxes] , and the chosen matrix.
As they started applying MRS, we found that all hospitals faced some impediments. The most stated problems were contamination artifacts where the location of the lesion near bone, blood, or air (71%), patient motion arti- facts (71%), and inconclusive curve readings (43%). Nonetheless, cost did not appear to be that much of an issue since the majority of hospitals (57%) did not consider it so costly. Multiple research studies have addressed such limitations and solutions for them. For instance, with motion artifacts, other than automated tools for analysis of spectra that were propositioned by many studies [34] , some studies suggested a method that apply individual phase correction of each metabolite acquisition via the use of separately stored reference navigator phase information of unsuppressed water signal of that acquisition [35] [36] .
On the other hand, after interviewing the single hospital that had both fMRI and MRS, a comparison was made between them in the different aspects mentioned above. On that, a prominent issue was the quick discontinuation of fMRI application by that hospital due to their dissatisfaction with its overall outcomes. Therefore, when asked about their opinions on the clinical importance of applying fMRI and MRS, most of the interviewed hospitals (60% -70%) believed that MRS was important and helpful but to certain limits while fMRI should only be applied in academic hospitals and for research purposes. This observed restriction of fMRI to the research domain was postulated by other concurrent studies [37] [38] .
Moreover, from interviewing some of the neuroradiologists, MRI supervisors and technologists in the hospitals that had MRS but not fMRI or that had neither of them, it was found that the most common reasons that stopped them from applying those advanced techniques were the unavailability of the required software or hardware in (78%) of the hospitals, the lack of indications in (56%) of hospitals, and the lack of neurologists and neuroradiologists interest or familiarity with it in (44%) of the hospitals. When asked about the solutions to overcome such preventions, 44% of the answers were obtaining a new machine with those advanced software options installed on them while 33% of the answers did not show enthusiasm toward making any changes. Regarding the available substitutes that hospitals were using instead of fMRI and MRS, predominant methods were still within the MRI domain with contrast enhanced conventional MRI in 56% of hospitals, other MRI sequences in 33%, special sequences [like diffusion weighted imaging "DWI" and perfusion] in 22%, and another advanced MR technique called diffusion tensor imaging with white matter fiber tracking "DTI-based tractography" in 22%. Nevertheless, it was acknowledged that such substitutes would not give the same details that fMRI and MRS could present and thus would require integrating them with other findings from clinical, laboratory, and further imaging investigations.
Finally, for the future intent to apply fMRI and MRS, most of the answers (66%) were yes except for few hospitals (33%) where they did not believe in the usefulness of fMRI, MRS, or both.
In a follow-up survey we performed six years after the conduction of the original work so to provide a more thorough knowledge of any changes in practice patterns by hospitals to keep up with field advancements, we found that MRS was started to become a standard service in most hospitals. This finding conformed to some extent with observations by contemporary works expressing the beginning of its acceptance, though not universally, as routine clinical procedure [39] . On the contrary, fMRI was still unrecognized as it was during the initial earlier survey. This may be justified in part by the presence of numerous yet to be surmounted challenges that were partially dealt with as faster computers and higher magnetic field strength became available [40] [41].
Conclusion
Among the major hospitals within Jeddah city where MRI machine was available, it was found that most machines were equipped only with MRS, whereas even in the hospital that owned a machine equipped with both fMRI and MRS, fMRI was tried and discontinued shortly. This showed that MRS was in use with its full potential where it had a wide range of clinical applications, while the fMRI potential was still unappreciated.
Recommendations
Considering some of the suggested solutions offered by the interviewed hospitals, it seems to be essential to initiate training courses for the neuroradiologists and technologists to augment their interest, knowledge, and experience in fMRI. Furthermore, the results reported in this article will be followed by the latest utilization of fMRI in 2015 just after the authors gather the most recent data for comparison.
